Odyssey Headphone
Model OH-1V

The Odyssey headphone is one of the
most reliable and durable headphones
designed for learning in K-12 clases
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Its durability & flexibility make it ideal for any type of differentiated
or small group learning experiences, in class, for library uses, and
in computer labs.
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This Odyssey mono headphone is remarkably quiet and
comfortable because of its extra deep (noise cancelling) earcup
cavities and the flexible comfort sling, which contours to the user’s
head for better weight distribution and balance. Volume control is
on the back of the right earcup.
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The replaceable 6’ cord withstands 250,000 flexes, and with a
cord change, enables the same headphone to operate instead in
stereo mode (OH-4V) for added flexibility. This also allows minor
repairs to be made without purchasing a new headset body.

3-Year
Commercial
Warranty

Features

Covers use in schools, which is considered to be
a commercial / industrial application. Warranties
on headphones made for consumer uses are
voided when used in schools. Click to read more.

1. Rugged ABS headstrap & earcups resist breakage with
recessed wiring for safety
2. Fully adjustable headband & comfort sling fits all sizes
3. Noise-reducing circumaural earcups lower external noise
so volume needn’t as high, for hearing safety
4. Reinforced entry point of the cord into the earcup
5. Replaceable 6’ straight cord, with 3.5mm mono plug
6. Replaceable hypo-allergenic (no latex) ear cusions
7. One of the industry’s deepest ear cavities provides for
added comfort
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The audio playback is calibrated to enhance the tonal range of
the human voice, which is critical in language learning.

Compatible with Chromebooks, iPads, iPhones, Galaxy,
Surface, laptops, desktops, & MACS. Click to read more.
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Impedance
Frequency Response
Sensitivity
Power Capacity
Volume Control
Plug
Cord
Headband

Earcups
Ear Cushions
Weight
Carton
Commercial Warranty

CPSIA

Specifications

300 Ohms each side, +/- 15%
20 - 20K Hz
111dB ± 3dB at 1kHz
30 milliwatts
Located on the earcup
3.5mm mono
Replaceable 6’ straight cord
Adjustable, tempered steel covered
with padded leatherettte
Noise-reducing, ABS plastic for durability
PVC Leatherette
14 ounces, shipping weight 2 lbs.
32 pieces, 29 lbs. ship weight
3 years, covering use in schools
View the safety compliances for this
product under the Consumer
Product Safety Improvement Act

Project Intercept

Contact us immediately if you experience any issues with your OH-1V. Our Project Intercept support program will quickly repair or replace items under warranty. Simply call us
or email warranty@califone.com. Visit our website to register your product.
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